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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to understand how tribal assemblages formed around Instagram 
mega-influencers are reflected in follower-generated hashtag networks. Using the co-hashtag 
network analysis approach, this study reveals that history and nostalgia, the ‘linking value’ of 
the influencer, playfulness and fluid boundaries emerge as key facets of virtual mega-
influencer tribal assemblages. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study investigates the tribal assemblages formed around Instagram mega-
influencers (Campbell and Farrell 2020). Researchers have been interested in ‘consumer 
tribes’, as contemporary consumption is increasingly characterized by consumption-focused 
social groups (Cova, Kozinets, and Shankar 2007). Aspects of consumer tribes such as 
members’ organization (Mamali, Nuttall, and Shankar 2018), value co-creation (Dominici, 
Yolles, and Caputo 2017), and liquid entrepreneurship (Biraghi, Gambetti, and Pace 2018) 
have all been considered in this field. However, Ruiz, Penaloza, and Holmqvist (2020) 
recently signified that the extant literature does not provide a full understanding of the 
dynamics of tribal constitution and reconstitution, and suggest assemblage thinking as a 
useful lens in exploring how consumer tribes are assembled. We extend this notion to the 
networked environment, where virtual tribes (Gloor et al. 2020) in social media platforms 
may be yet more dynamic. Further, drawing to the vital role of user-generated ‘text’ (Gloor et 
al. 2020) (i.e., hashtags) in social media, we bring a methodological novelty through a 
hashtag network analysis approach to explore virtual consumer tribes, which is uncommon in 
marketing literature. Considering the immense popularity of Instagram (Djafarova and 
Rushworth 2017) and the vast consumer rallying around Instagram influencers (Casaló, 
Flavián, and Ibáñez-Sánchez 2018), this study addresses the question: how tribal 
assemblages formed around Instagram mega-influencers are reflected in follower-generated 
hashtag networks? 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Instagram is currently the fastest-growing social media platform (Djafarova and 
Rushworth 2017) based on visual aesthetics (Jin, Muqaddam, and Ryu 2019). It is popular 
among mobile-savvy individuals (Abidin 2016) with a higher engagement than other social 
networking sites (Casaló et al. 2018).  Marwick (2015) sees Instagram as a “convergence of 
cultural forces: a mania for digital documentation, the proliferation of celebrity and 
microcelebrity culture, and conspicuous consumption.” (p. 139). Hence, unsurprisingly the 
Instagram has become a promising platform for microcelebrities/social media influencers. 
Among distinct influencer categories, mega-influencers with over 1 million followers emerge 
as highly influential (Campbell and Farrell 2020). Followers tend to engage in a conversation 
around these influencers (Etter et al. 2018) and embrace trends set by them (Jin et al. 2019) 
even without direct influencer participation. We see this networked social grouping of 
followers as an indication of tribal formation. This also leads to what Usher (2020) 
emphasized: social construction of the microcelebrity brands. Though the significance of 
consumer tribes in traditional brand building has been previously examined (Canniford 
2011), how virtual consumer tribes contribute to the social construction of mega-influencer 
(personal brands) remains under-theorised. 



Cova and Cova’s (2002) seminal work considers consumers’ convergence into tribes 
to be more influential on consumers’ behavior than mainstream marketing institutions and 
traditional cultural forces. This convergence leads to alternative social structures and new 
forms of communities (Goulding, Shankar, and Elliott 2001) where individuals increasingly 
gathering into multiple and ephemeral groups. Typically, consumer tribes are non-
commercial entities (Goulding, Shankar, and Canniford 2013) having no structured hierarchy 
and established leadership (Cova et al. 2007). Further, consumer tribes are multiple, playful, 
and transient (Cova et al. 2007; Canniford 2011).  Members of consumer tribes form social 
links through a ‘linking value’ (shared use of product/service) (Cova and Cova 2002) and 
seek emotional connection through nostalgic narratives (Mamali et al. 2018). Mega-
influencers’ followers collectively exhibit many of these characteristics, thus, are increasingly 
being theorized as tribes (Arvidsson et al. 2016) and some influencers call their fan base ‘my 
tribe’ (Marwick and boyd 2011). 

Recently, Ruiz et al. (2020), emphasizing the dynamics of consumer tribes, inspired 
the infusion of assemblage thinking in understanding tribes. Following Deleuze and 
Guattarai’s conceptualization, DeLanda (2016) defined an assemblage as “a multiplicity 
which is made up of many heterogeneous terms and which establishes liaisons, relations 
between them, across ages, sexes, and reigns – different natures” (p.1). How entities are 
bound together (territorialization and deterritorialization) (Bacevic 2019) and how emerging 
properties (enabling and constraining) are exercised (DeLanda 2016) are key tenets of 
assemblages. It considers the interdependencies among human and non-human actors while 
enabling the understanding of the agency redistribution from individuals to things, narratives, 
and socio-material networks (Canniford and Bajde 2015; Hoffman and Novak 2018). This 
provides a useful theoretical lens to uncover virtual tribal assemblages where social media 
users redistribute their agency to socio-material meshes (including other followers, captions, 
and hashtags), collectively forming tribal assemblages around mega-influencers. Ruiz et al. 
(2020) noted two other characteristics of assemblages: hybrids (individuals, materials, and 
discourse belong to the same analytical frame) and fluidity (enabling the freedom to 
investigate stability, deterioration, or reconstruction). This enables researchers to take 
Instagram users and their (hashtagged) discourse into the same analytical frame, making it a 
robust approach to understanding the formation of tribal assemblages around mega-
influencers. 

METHODOLOGY 

We selected the hashtag network analysis approach (Meraz and Papacharissi 2013) to 
identify how tribal assemblages are reflected in follower-generated hashtag networks. Co-
hashtag network analysis is a useful method in identifying topics, semantic representations, 
and network frames (Meraz 2017) and has been used to identify themes reflected in 
networked assemblages (Schöps, Kogler, and Hemetsberger 2020). Despite being novel and 
useful, this method is yet to be popularized in understanding consumer tribes and tribalism. 

Influencer Marketing Hub’s website (list of top non-celebrity Instagram influencers) 
was used to select an influencer as the access point to a co-hashtag network. We selected 
#nashgrier as the access point to a tribal network associated with the influencer Nash Grier 
based on three criteria: high number of posts related to his eponymous hashtag, high follower 
count, and frequent content creation on Instagram. The Instagram API was used to access a 



sample of Instagram posts using #nashgrier (N=5000) and capture the captions ensuring the 
anonymity of data. Hashtags were extracted from captions and the co-hashtag network was 
constructed using a bigram script written using R software (Nasir et al. 2017). 

The network consisted of 4321 unique hashtags (nodes) and 11439 co-occurrences 
(edges) and was visualized using Gephi, open-source software for network analysis (Cherven 
2015; Ichau, Frissen, and d'Haenens 2019). We followed the procedure applied by Schöps et 
al. (2020) and analyzed the hashtag network using the modularity clustering algorithm 
embedded in Gephi. This algorithm detects groups of nodes based on shared characteristics 
(Cherven 2015). In our case, these hashtag clusters can be considered as themes of tribal 
thinking commonly shared by Instagram users in assembling the tribe around Nash Grier 
(figure 1). 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

This section explains four major themes that emerged from follower generated 
hashtag network visualized in figure 1. 

Figure 1: Follower-generated hashtag network of #nashgrier  

MAGCON: nostalgia and heritage  

The first theme that emerged from the hashtag network (coloured purple in figure 1) 
reflects Grier’s influencer heritage through MAGCON, a teen group of which Grier was a 
part. MAGCON (Meet And Greet Convention) was a group of 12 American teen internet 
personalities who were famous on the Vine platform in 2013-2014 (Horan 2014). In addition 
to Grier, the team consisted of others who gained internet fame and their own influencer 



status: Cameron Dallas; Hayes Grier; Matthew Espinosa; Jack Gilinsky; Jack Johnson; Aaron 
Carpenter; Taylor Caniff; Shawn Mendes; Jacob Whitesides; Carter Reynolds; and 
Mahogany Lox. 

Our data indicate that followers on Instagram still consider these influencers as 
strongly interconnected in their hashtagged conversations, even after years of MAGCON’s 
dissolution. Dominant hashtags in this cluster were related to MAGCON and its members 
(see figure 1). These hashtags were mostly accompanied by nostalgic captions such as “the 
golden years”.  

“Yesterday was Thanksgiving and I am just so thankful for this boys. I can't imagine 
my life without them. Magcult forever and always.” 

This caption is evidence of some followers who demonstrated that history and 
nostalgia are a strong dimension of their bond and continued tribal relationships with Grier 
and MAGCON. Particularly, using terms such as ‘Magcult’ strongly reflects the tribal 
thinking of Grier/MAGCON followers. 

This finding advances Spittle (2009) and Mamali et al.’s (2018) argument: neo-tribal 
consumers are fond of nostalgic narratives that can provide momentary identification on 
emotions. We find that, for virtual tribe members, nostalgic stories go beyond mere 
momentary identification and are used as means of sticking members together. This also 
provides the tribe a solid foundation with heritage, to which followers are attached. We also 
consider history and nostalgia as means of territorializing the tribal assemblage (Bacevic 
2019) by homogenizing MAGCON followers as an enabler of the assemblage formed around 
Grier (by including the other MAGCON members’ identity into the tribal assemblage). This 
furthers the understanding of how elements of an assemblage become parts of totality that is 
culturally and historically constituted. 

Influencer as the ‘linking value’ 

The hashtag network predominantly reflects Grier’s personal aura but also shows a 
strong dynastic component (coloured green in figure 1). The second hashtag cluster is around 
a family theme including Grier, his brother, partner, and son. Top hashtags in this cluster 
included #nashgrier, #malakaigiavasisgrier, #taylorgiavasis, #baby, #hayes. Malakai 
particularly is a strong component of this part of the tribal narrative and is Grier’s 2-year-old 
son. Followers seem to passionately embrace the boy’s online presence as a mean of shared 
emotional connection within the tribe which is reflected in the following captions: 

“The definition of cute is @malakaigiavasisgrier” 

“We think that this 2-month-old boy is going to be the youngest successful 
#blogger@malakaigiavasisgrier” 

“i just had to share this one on its own because they make my heart burst 
#malakaigiavasisgrier #nashgrier #taylorgiavasis” 

This is not only the case for Malakai. Eponymous hashtags of both Taylor (Grier’s 
partner) and Hayes (Grier’s brother) are dominantly represented in this cluster. 
#nashgrieredit, #meme, #youtuber were also dominant, reflecting the personal capabilities of 
these influencers. We see this as advancing Cova and Cova’s (2002) concept of ‘linking 



value’ of social links within a tribe that emerge through shared product/service usage. As our 
data reflect, members of the tribal assemblage consider the influencer and his dynastic 
relations as instrumental in forming such social links via hashtagged conversations. This 
finding reflects how the tribal assemblage is stabilized (Schöps et al. 2020) by followers, 
collectively extending their co-functioning around Grier to his dynastic relations. 

Playfulness of the tribe 

The third theme that emerged from the hashtag network (blue in figure 1) 
predominantly reflects the playfulness of the tribe’s members. #love, #cute, #happy, and #fun 
were dominant hashtags that represent emotions shared by members within the network. 
Some other hashtags (#photography, #music) symbolized activities whereas togetherness 
(#family, #friends), media (#tumblr, #film) and general hashtags related to playfulness (e.g., 
#aesthetic) were among top hashtags. These hashtags were annotated in captions such as: 

“LETS MAKE IT VIRAL #MAGCON2020 #nashgrier #family #aesthetic #tumblr 
#vine #music #cute #edit #love #aesthetic” 

“It’s been raining to much here in New York, I’m starting to feel like a duck. 
Quack,quack..” 

This finding furthers Canniford’s (2011) reading: consumer tribes are playful. 
According to Cova et al. (2007), consumer tribes provoke an ‘active play’ with marketplace 
resources including aesthetics, emotions, music, and media which is also reflected in our 
data. Though Canniford (2011) argues that tribal consumers ‘plunder’ these resources during 
the active play, our findings show that virtual tribes’ members rather ‘amass’ such resources 
as means of establishing the emotional connection between members and the tribe. We also 
extend this into assemblage thinking and see this playfulness as an agentic role (Hoffman and 
Novak 2018) of tribal members in shaping the identity of the whole tribal assemblage through 
the inclusion of emotions, activities, media, and aesthetics. 

Fluidity of the tribe’s boundary 

It is a somewhat surprising finding that the fourth hashtag cluster symbolizes some 
mainstream celebrities and other internet personalities. Particularly, eponymous hashtags of 
mainstream celebrities such as Justin Bieber, Selena Gomez, and Ariana Grande were among 
the dominant hashtags along with #onedirection (an English-Irish pop boy band) and #bts (a 
South Korean boy band). Notably, all these celebrities (and bands) also have a strong social 
media presence and possess enormous online fame. It was evident that Instagram users are 
likely to co-mention these celebrities with mega-influencers, rather than discriminating 
between them. This is exemplified in the following caption: 

“Just imagine.........You are doing your make up and he is watching and waiting for 
you to finish. That's too cute. #austinmahone #selenagomez #Arianagrande 
#shawnmendes #justinbieber #camerondallas #nashgrier #bts 

We consider this to be representing the ‘fluidity’ of the tribal boundary, especially 
within the digital realm, and extending Canniford’s (2011) concept: ‘multiplicity’ of tribes 
(members can belong to distinct tribes simultaneously). Our data shows that the virtual tribe 
members tend to make the tribe’s boundary fluid through the inclusion of celebrities and 
other internet personalities into the mega-influencer tribe, rather than perceiving them as 



having their own (distinctive) celebrity tribes. On this ground, we argue that virtual tribes can 
not only be ‘multiple’, but also ‘inclusive’. Considering the similarities of these influencers 
and celebrities (i.e., young, into music, online presence) we theorize this followers’ behavior 
as an effort of internalizing the celebrities (with similar characteristics) into the mega-
influencer tribal assemblage and as an attempt of enabling the whole tribal assemblage to 
extend the territorialization.  

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Understanding virtual consumer tribes is challenging, yet, important (Hamilton and 
Hewer 2010). Despite previous theorizations, assemblage thinking is suggested as a useful 
lens to explore consumer tribes (Ruiz et al. 2020). This study shows how tribal assemblages 
formed around Instagram mega-influencers can be understood through follower-generated 
hashtag networks. We found 4 ways in which this type of analysis can advance tribal 
thinking. 

Advancing the Spittle’s (2009) argument, this study revealed that the members bring 
nostalgic narratives about the influencer, providing a heritage to the tribe while facilitating 
the cultural/historical constitution of the tribal assemblage. Also, our findings extend Cova 
and Cova’s (2002) concept of ‘linking value’ by revealing that the influencer and his dynastic 
relations are instrumental in establishing social links, stabilizing the tribal assemblage 
(Hoffman and Novak 2018). As opposed to Canniford’s (2011) argument of ‘plundering’, we 
found that virtual tribe members ‘amass’ marketplace resources (i.e., aesthetics, media) to 
shape the identity of the whole tribal assemblage. Finally, we add to the ‘multiplicity’ 
(Canniford 2011) of tribes by arguing that virtual tribes can be ‘inclusive’ as members make 
the tribe’s boundary more fluid through the inclusion of celebrities and other internet 
personalities. 

This study extends the theorization of virtual consumer tribes with the infusion of 
assemblage thinking. Hashtag network analysis opens a novel methodological stream for 
consumer researchers to investigate virtual tribes. This study also provides useful 
implications for practitioners. Particularly, themes emerging from a hashtag network of a 
consumer tribe would inform marketers of the directions of online consumer conversations 
within the tribe. This would enable marketers to align their brand’s message to such 
directions appropriately. Understanding how members territorialize the tribal assemblage 
would be pivotal for marketers in determining the key actors through which a brand message 
can be significantly imparted into the tribe’s conversation. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 This study investigated a tribal assemblage formed around one mega-influencer. 
Future studies can compare among different influencers. The tribal assemblage formation in 
various social media platforms may be different due to their inherent characteristics. Cross-
platform investigations may reveal how the platform functions mediate the tribal assemblage 
formation.  Further, deeper investigations about ‘fluid’ boundaries between mega-influencer 
and mainstream celebrity tribes may be an interesting research avenue. 

 

 



Table 1: Summary of results 

Network 
cluster 

Theme Key hashtags Key findings 

1 MAGCON: 
nostalgia and 
heritage 

#magcon, #shawnmendes, 
#hayesgrier, #oldmagcon, 
#aaroncarpenter, #jackandjack, 
#taylorcaniff, #jackgilinsky, 
#matthewespinosa, 
#carterreynolds 

Followers demonstrate 
that history and 
nostalgia are a strong 
dimension of their 
bond and continued 
tribal relationships with 
the mega-influencer. 

2 Influencer as the 
‘linking value’ 

#nashgrier, 
#malakaigiavasisgrier, 
#taylorgiavasis, #nash, #baby, 
#grier, 
#austinmahonewallpapers, 
#nashgrieredit, #nashgrieredits, 
#meme 

Members of the tribal 
assemblage consider 
the influencer and his 
dynastic relations as 
the ‘linking value’ in 
forming social links 
within the tribe via 
hashtagged 
conversations. 

3 Playfulness as a 
tribe 

#love, #cute, #like, #tumblr, 
#tbt, #music, #family, 
#photography, #friends, 
#aesthetic 

Members of the tribal 
assemblage engage in 
an ‘active play’ with 
marketplace resources 
(such as aesthetics, 
emotions, media) and 
‘amass’ such resources 
as means of 
establishing the 
emotional connection 
between members and 
the tribe. 

4 The fluidity of the 
tribe’s boundary 

#austinmahone, #justinbieber, 
#camilacabello, #arianagrande, 
#selenagomez, #onedirection, 
#demilovato, #taylorswift, 
#bts, #harrystyles 

Members make the 
tribal assemblage’s 
boundary more fluid 
through the inclusion 
of celebrities and other 
internet personalities 
into the mega-
influencer tribe, rather 
than perceiving them 
as having their own 
(distinctive) celebrity 
tribes. 
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